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Abstract: Contour line group simplification methods can effectively preserve terrain features during
map making and producing. This process involves two main steps, namely terrain feature line
extraction and contour bend selection. The terrain feature line extraction includes two steps, that
is, terrain feature point extraction and classification, and terrain feature line connection. However,
to date, many similar studies have not considered the hierarchy of terrain features. Therefore, we
proposed a group simplification method for contour lines based on classified terrain features and
tested it on a study area with mainly positive landforms. In accordance with geomorphological
theory, we divided valleys into either gradually descending or ordinary. Valley points were extracted
based on the constrained Delaunay triangulation method and then classified into the two categories.
Gradually descending and ordinary valley lines were then connected. The contour bends were
grouped based on the valley lines extracted and then selected according to the geometric indicators of
the bend group. The results have demonstrated that the valley lines extracted closely matched human
perception in integrity and structure. Contour lines simplified by our method achieved effective
reduction of map information and adequate retention of the main terrain structures, which are similar
to those from manual simplification.

Keywords: contour lines; cartographic generalization; group simplification; terrain feature lines

1. Introduction

Contour lines can be used to represent the surface relief of the earth in a two-dimensional
way, which is an essential element of topographic maps [1]. Due to the large volume of
the contour line data, processing it during manual cartographic generalization is time
consuming. Therefore, using an automated contour line simplification algorithm can
substantially improve the efficiency of map making and producing.

Line simplification is one of the key research areas in the field of automated cartographic
generalization [2]. Classic methods, such as the Douglas–Peucker [3], Li–Openshaw [4], and
Visvalingam–Whyatt [5] algorithms have been applied successfully in simplifying real-
world elements such as rivers and roads. Contours simulate three-dimensional (3D) terrain
and their structural features need to be preserved during the simplification process. How-
ever, the classic algorithms are not well-suited to contour lines in this respect. In the context
of contour line simplification, researchers have achieved impressive results in areas such
as single-line simplification [6–11], group simplification [12–15], and 3D simplification
algorithms [16–18].

Single-line simplification algorithms simplify each contour line separately and can be
used to select points or bends from the perspective of graphics. Tutić et al. [6] proposed a
method for simplifying contour lines with the distinct feature of area preservation. Qian
et al. [7] suggested a new line simplification approach that maintains the general curve
characteristics based on using the Oblique-Dividing-Curve method to identify U- and
V-shaped contour curves. Zhu et al. [8] presented a method for identifying and structuring
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contour valley bends that achieves simplification through bend selection. According to
Mozas-Calvache et al. and Gokgoz [9,10], an error band could be applied to contour line
simplification that effectively avoids intersections while ensuring accuracy. On this basis,
He et al. [11] proposed a new simplification method based on the two-level Bellman–Ford
algorithm. Single-line simplification algorithms exclude the relationship between adjacent
contour lines, which means that they cannot effectively maintain the main terrain features.

Group simplification algorithms first identify the overall groups of bends of ridges or
valleys and then undertake simplification by retaining or deleting these ridges or valleys.
Zheng et al. [12] proposed using a contour tree to improve contour line generalization.
Ai [13] used the Delaunay triangulation network (DTN) model to detect valley feature
points of contour lines and connect them to form a valley network and achieved contour line
group simplification. Yang and Liu [14] suggested a method for evaluating the importance
of terrain feature points and feature lines for selecting contour bends. Lan et al. [15] used
the length and level of terrain feature lines to select contour bends. However, existing
group simplification algorithms have not given adequate consideration to the hierarchy of
terrain features.

The 3D simplification algorithms convert contour points into discrete points in 3D
space and achieve simplification based on the selection of these points [16]. Dou and
Zhang [17] improved the efficiency of the algorithm for processing large volumes of data
by enhancing the method for determining the origin, anchor point, and initial floating
point of the base plane. Cheng et al. [18] extended this method for integrated simplification
of contour lines and rivers. When sorting discrete points, the weights of points located
on rivers are higher than those of the points on contour lines to prevent inconsistencies
between elements after generalization. Breaking contour lines into discrete points destroys
the continuity of contour lines and leads to dissimilarity of adjacent contour bends, which
is disadvantageous to terrain feature representation.

Among these three algorithm types, group simplification algorithms process contour
lines based on terrain structures, which are closest to the traditional manual generalization
method and can better maintain natural geographic features. The land surface can be
divided into positive landforms and negative landforms. Positive landforms refer to sur-
faces with elevations that are higher than those of the surrounding area, such as mountain
peaks and ridges. Conversely, negative landforms are concave terrain forms, such as basins
and valleys. When mapping areas dominated by positive landforms, the aim of contour
line generalization is to reduce the valleys and expand the ridges. In areas dominated by
negative landforms, the aim is to expand the valleys and reduce the ridges.

The most important and challenging part of this method is identifying terrain struc-
tures. Relevant research has tended to use terrain feature lines to represent terrain structures,
showing the geomorphology by depicting the directions of ridges and valleys [19]. Ter-
rain feature line extraction can be divided into three steps, namely extraction of terrain
feature points, identification of terrain feature point types, and connection of terrain feature
lines. Terrain feature point extraction methods include the DTN method [19–21], the split
method [22–24], and the multi-indicator method [25,26]. The DTN method uses contour
points to establish a Delaunay triangulation network and determines the locations of terrain
feature points based on the positional relationships between triangles. The principle behind
the split method is the same as that of the Douglas–Peucker algorithm. This means that
it involves searching for terrain features by recursively finding points with the largest
distance. The multi-indicator method uses geometric indicators such as curvature, angle,
and distance to establish a criterion for determining feature points. Once the terrain feature
points have been determined, they are evaluated according to the elevation relationship
on both sides of the contour line to distinguish between the ridge and valley points [27].
The connection between the terrain feature lines matches the feature points one by one,
in order, based on factors such as the distance, angle, and topological relationship. The
ridgelines are tracked along ascending contour lines, while the valley lines are tracked
along descending contour lines. Nevertheless, the horizontal distance between adjacent
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contour bends may vary and there may be deep turns between bends. Therefore, using this
method for a large-scale map could cause errors in the tracking of terrain feature lines or
misrepresent the terrain structure of a region.

Cartography is becoming an increasingly interdisciplinary practice [28], and our study
has applied relevant geomorphological knowledge to the cartographic generalization of
contour lines. To overcome the shortcomings of existing methods, we proposed a valley
classification method for contour line grouping based on the theory of surface morphology
development in geomorphology. We used a predominantly positive landform area in
the algorithm design, because most areas were dominated by positive landforms. Valley
lines were extracted to group the valley bends for selection according to the contour line
generalization principle. Our proposed method for simplifying the grouped contour lines
was based on this.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the back-
ground knowledge on surface morphology development in geomorphology and then
distinguishes between gradually descending and ordinary valleys. Section 3 elaborates
on the valley line extraction and classification method and the contour line simplification
method through bend group selection. Section 4 describes the experimental design and data
analysis. Section 5 summarizes the study conclusions and indicates future improvements
of this study.

2. Background to the Study

Water flow is one of the main external forces that can change the morphology of
the land surface. As sheet-like water flows caused by rainfall on slopes are dispersed,
low mechanical forces are generated, with a limited effect on the surface morphology.
However, when sheet-like water flows move to lower terrains under the action of gravity,
they form linear water flows that become increasingly concentrated. The mechanical force
generated by linear water flows also increases, causing substantial land-surface erosion.
The development of a valley from linear water erosion occurs in three stages, that is,
valley incision, erosion, and depression [29]. During these processes, the valley floor is
continuously eroded, and its height is gradually reduced at each stage. The lower the terrain,
the greater the water flow, and the stronger the erosion, thereby changing the uniform slope
of the original water confluence line, as shown by the brown curves in Figure 1. The original
water confluence line is H → a→ b→ c→ L , which changes to H → a→ b→ d→ L ,
subsequently to H → a→ e→ L , and, finally, to H → f → L . The downstream valley
floor gradually descends, and valleys in previous stages of development converge to form
a valley network. In this study, we divided valleys into gradually descending and ordinary
valleys based on the characteristics of valley development.
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Figure 1. Water erosion evolution. H and L indicate the upper and lower points of the water flow
path, respectively. a–f indicate the edges (colored orange) of the water flow path. Blue arrows indicate
the evolution of the water confluence line.
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In gradually descending valleys, the elevation of the valley floor gently changes in the
direction of the valley extension. Such valleys are either well-developed eroded valleys
or depressions. They are an integral part of a valley network that need to be preserved
as major terrain structures during contour line generalization. The distances between
adjacent contour lines, through gradually descending valleys, are relatively large. The
connection of gradually descending valleys is easily affected by other valley points when
traditional algorithms have been used to track terrain feature lines, which can result in
connection errors.

Ordinary valleys refer to those that are not gradually descending. On a map, the
distances between the adjacent contour lines of these valleys are relatively short and their
topographic trends are relatively clear. Ordinary valleys include those with lower levels in
the valley network. These valleys should be selected based on their geometric indicators
during contour line generalization. An example of a gradually descending valley and
ordinary valleys shown using 3-dimentional terrain modeling is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. An example of a gradually descending valley and ordinary valleys using 3-dimentional
modeling.

Dividing valleys into these two categories for extraction has the following advantages.
First, the resulting valley line connections closely match human perception. Extracting
valley lines corresponding to gradually descending valleys reduces connection errors. The
connections of valley lines corresponding to ordinary valleys can be controlled, making it
relatively easy to connect valley lines into a tree structure. Reference information for contour
line simplification has been provided. The importance of gradually descending valleys
necessitates retention of the bends to prevent misrepresentation of crucial terrain features.

3. Methodology

The process used to extract and classify valley points, classify and connect valley
lines, and select contour bend groups is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, cylinders show the
status of the data, and boxes show the operation. There are three stages in our method,
that is, valley point extraction and classification, valley line connection and adjustment,
and contour line simplification. In the first stage, valley bends are detected, and then
valley points of each bend are extracted and classified. In the second stage, valley lines
are connected based on different types and adjusted. In the final stage, contour bends are
grouped according to the valley lines obtained in the second stage, and the simplification
of contour lines is accomplished by elimination of the valley bend groups.
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Figure 3. Framework of the proposed method.

3.1. Valley Point Extraction and Classification

Valley points are intersection points of a valley floor extension line and contour lines.
Valley bends are contour line sections which convex to the uphill direction, and end points
of valley bends are contour points at both ends. An example of valley bends, valley points,
and end points of valley bends is shown in Figure 4. The extraction of valley points should
balance two aspects, namely being placed at the center of the valley bend and maximizing
the curvature and deviation. The terrain feature point extraction algorithm based on a
constrained Delaunay triangulation network (DTN) [19] can be used to locate valley points
almost at the center of the valley bends, thereby facilitating the connection of the valley
lines. However, some points that are more suitable as valley points, with relatively large
curvatures or deviations, could be discarded. Multiple valley points could be extracted at a
valley bend near the intersection of multiple valleys, which could cause the same bend to
be grouped multiple times during subsequent contour line simplification. In this study, we
improved the algorithm to enable correction of problematic valley points based on point
curvature. Furthermore, our method eliminates the shortcomings of the curvature-based
extraction method that is sensitive to the distribution of points [21]. The process has been
described as follows.
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1. We adjusted the order of contour points so that the left side of the forward direction
of each contour point was the direction of elevation rise.
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2. The valley-side bends of each contour line were detected based on the vector cross
product method [8]. For open contour lines, we calculated the cross product of the
vectors obtained by connecting two adjacent points starting from the first point, with
successive cross products below zero recorded as valley bends. For closed contour
lines, if the vector cross products formed by the first point and the points on either
side were not greater than zero, the point sequence was reversed to find the original
point of the bend on which the first point was located. It was then necessary to search
for the end point of the bend, starting with the first point, to obtain the point range of
the first valley bend. The remainder of the process was the same as that used for open
contour lines.

3. The valley points were extracted based on the constrained DTN. The constrained
DTN [19] was established in the valley bend, as shown in Figure 5. The line was
connected by the two adjacent points P1 and P2 at the start of the bend as the starting
baseline, and the third point M found inside the bend, making ∠P1MP2 (colored red)
the maximum angle. The first triangle, P1MP2, subsequently generated new triangles
from both sides, with P1M and MP2 as the baselines, until all the points had been
processed. The vertex of the triangle apex (shaded with blue lines) is the valley point
corresponding to the bend, as shown in Figure 5.
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4. Erroneous valley point correction. To find and correct erroneous valley points, we
first calculated the curve coefficient of each point on the bend and defined the curve
coefficient of point P on the bend according to Equation (1):

Cur(P) =
arccos P−l P·PP+l

|P−l P||PP+l |
|P−l P||PP+l |

(1)

where P−l and P+l are two points on a contour line, with a path distance of l on both
sides of P. If the distance between the contour lines on this side was less than l, then
the endpoint on this side of the contour line would substitute P−l or P+l . Instead of
using the traditional method, a certain length was used to intercept a curve segment
of the contour line to calculate the curve coefficient [26,30].

The advantages of intercepting the contour line based on distance, rather than the
point number, are as follows. The distance between adjacent points on a contour line may be
unequal or vary considerably. This could result in substantial differences in the lengths of
curve segments intercepted according to point number at the end of either side of the valley
point. Therefore, the valley point would not be in the center of the intercepted curve, and
the result would not reflect the curvature at the valley point. The length of the connecting
line from the valley point to the endpoints of the intercepted sections of the contour line
would be the same as the path distance if the intercepted section was completely straight.
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Otherwise, the lower the length, the greater the curvature of the contour section on that
side. Using the product of the lengths of connecting lines on both sides as the denominator
of the curve coefficient calculation better reflects the curvature at the valley point. The
valley points extracted in Step (3) were evaluated based on whether they are replaced with
a point with a large curve coefficient.

To overcome the over-reliance on point curvature for extracting valley points, it is
necessary to limit the curve coefficient of the replacement point. The maximum curve
coefficient corresponding to the valley points on the bend was assumed to be CurFmax. We
first used the algorithm introduced in Step (3) to extract the valley points from each bend.
Based on observation of the incorrect valley points extracted in Step (3), we found that
if the maximum value of the curve coefficient of points other than extracted those valley
points on the bend where the they are located was greater than 5CurFmax, it was more
effective to pass through this point when connecting the valley line. As a result, this point
became the valley point. Otherwise, only the valley point with the largest curve coefficient
was maintained.

Once they had been extracted, the valley points were screened to establish a candidate
set of points of gradually descending valleys. At each valley point, two search lines,
perpendicular to each other and with a length on both sides of lS, were placed every
10◦ [31]. The number of contour lines intersected by the two search lines was then calculated.
Based on the shape of the longisection, gradually descending valleys could be subdivided
further into flat gradually descending valleys and deep gradually descending valleys.
The elevation fluctuation of the longisection of a flat gradually descending valley was
lower, the terrain on either side was flat, and they were mostly found on flat land in front
of mountains. Feature points with zero intersecting search lines in each direction were
marked as candidate valley points corresponding to a flat gradually descending valley.
The elevation fluctuation of the longisection of a deep, gradually descending valley was
greater. There was a considerable difference in slope between the direction of the valley
and the direction perpendicular to it, and the number of contour lines intersected by the
search lines in the two directions differed significantly. To limit the quantitative difference
during the screening process, we used a logarithmic function with a low derivative value
on [1,+∞) to manage the number of intersections of contour lines in the two directions,
with the difference degree of intersection δ defined according to Equation (2).

δ =
ln(n + ε)

ln(m + ε)
(2)

where m and n are the lower and higher values of contour line intersections by the corre-
sponding two search lines, respectively, and ε is the adjustment factor. As the logarithmic
function was negative at (0, 1) and positive at (1,+∞), the value of ε was set at 1.1 to
ensure that the numerator and denominator of the equation are always positive. When the
difference in intersections increases in the denominator (the lower value of intersections),
the numerator (the larger value of intersections) must increase by greater multiples for the
ratio to remain the equal difference degree of intersection. This was a soft constraint on
the smaller value of intersection to limit situations in which the value was too high and
to ensure that the slope in this direction was small and was in the gradually descending
direction. To further assess valley points with a maximum difference degree of intersection
of more than 2, search lines with less and more intersections in this direction were recorded
as Lm and Ln, respectively. On a contour line with length lS on both sides of the point, if the
distance on one side was less than lS, the length in the opposite direction of the endpoint
was extended until it was lS. A method proposed by Xing et al. [32] was used to calculate
the mean frontal projection distance dproj of the intercepted contour line and Ln. If it was
greater than 0.4lS, and the curve coefficient at this valley point was greater than ς, it meant
that the contour line had greater curvature at this point, and the point was marked as a
candidate valley point corresponding to a deep, gradually descending valley.
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3.2. Valley Line Classification and Connection

After extracting and classifying the valley points, a set of candidate points of gradually
descending and ordinary valleys was obtained. The process of connecting valley lines
entailed, first, connecting the edges of gradually descending valleys and, subsequently,
connecting ordinary valley lines under their control. To fully use the positional relationship
between valley points, a DTN-based method was used to connect valley lines, with the
contour line interval recorded as ∆H. A description of the specific process follows.

1. Initial extraction of gradually descending valley edges. A Delaunay triangulation net-
work (DTN) was established for all candidate points of gradually descending valleys,
retaining edges, of which the height difference between two endpoints was ∆H and
the length was less than 6lS, as the initial set of gradually descending valley edges.

2. Adjustment of gradually descending valley edges. The set of gradually descending
valley edges was subsequently revised and screened to find the edge that intersected
the contour line at the non-endpoint, a vertical bisector was drawn to that edge, and
the midpoint of the edge was moved within the range lS at both sides until the edge
did not intersect the contour line. If the condition could not be satisfied, regardless of
the movement, the edge was deleted from the set of the gradually descending valley
edges. In Figure 6, the green line is the edge of the gradually descending valley before
adjustment, and the red points are the intersection points with the contour lines. After
moving the midpoint along the vertical bisector in the direction of the blue arrow, the
adjusted edges are represented by the purple lines.

3. Supplementary connection of gradually descending valley edges. Supplementary
connections were made to discontinuous points of the revised and screened edges
of gradually descending valleys. The conditions for supplementary connections
were as follows. The supplementary connection should only cross one contour line,
with its elevation being between the contour lines at both ends of the connection,
and the supplementary connection should be relatively straight. In the process of
implementing, point V was taken from the ordinary valley point set in turn, and the
endpoints VL

1 and VH
2 of the two gradually descending valley edges were connected,

namely VH
1 VL

1 and VH
2 VL

2 , with V, where VH
∗ and VL

∗ represent the endpoints with
higher and lower elevations of the valley edge, respectively. The elevation of V
should be ∆H higher than that of VH

2 and ∆H lower than that of VL
1 . If VL

1 V and
VVH

2 did not intersect contour lines except at endpoints, and ∠VL
1 VVH

2 were greater
than the included angle threshold α, then VL

1 V and VVH
2 were added to the set of the

gradually descending valley edges, thereby completing the extraction of the gradually
descending valley edges. Jin and Gao [23] set the direction change angle threshold
at 60◦ for connecting terrain feature lines, with the included angle corresponding to
the supplementary angle of the direction change angle, implying the included angle
threshold α was set to its supplementary angle of 120◦.

4. Preparation for the connection of ordinary valley lines. All the unconnected valley
points of gradually descending valley edges were included in the set of ordinary
valley points, and a Delaunay triangulation network was established for all the points
included. The length of each edge was calculated, and the vector cross product was
used to identify all the ridge bends and enveloping areas.

5. Connection of ordinary valley lines. Ordinary valley points were sorted in descending
order of elevation. Unconnected valley points were selected as seed points for valley
line tracking. The workflow for processing each seed point V1 is shown in Figure 7.
The subsequent valley points to be connected were found individually by using
specific filter conditions until the conditions for stopping the connections were met.
Valley lines were tracked from the highest elevation first because water descends under
the force of gravity after rainfall, with valleys formed by the mechanical movement of
converging water along with decreases in elevation. Starting from the lowest elevation
would lead to constantly encountering bifurcations, which would impede the tracking
process. In geomorphology, it is accepted that a valley does not span other valleys or
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ridges. Therefore, edges that intersect with previously extracted gradually descending
valleys and enveloping areas of ridge bends must be discarded. Given that surface
water flows descend, the elevation of valley lines changes predictably. Therefore, the
elevation of any point on each side of a valley line must be between the elevations
of the endpoints on both sides. The conditions for stopping connections included
traversing all edges connected to the current valley point and connecting to the bottom
point or points already connected by other valley lines. The bottom point is the valley
point with no other contour line inside the polygon formed by the closed contour line
or the open contour line and the map margin, corresponding to the points indicated
by the arrows in Figure 8a,b.

6. Trimming redundant valley lines. Redundant valley lines occur when individual
valley points have large deviation while edges generated by valley points in the
Delaunay triangular network in Step (5) are being selected, leading to selection of a
short line connecting a valley point on an adjacent contour line. When connecting this
valley line, the current valley point would be crossed. This point was then used as a
seed point to connect the adjacent lower valley point, generating a redundant valley
line. Redundant valley lines appear as a small branch connected to a longer valley line.
In Figure 9, V5 is a valley point with a large deviation. The blue line is the redundant
valley line corresponding to that point. Valley bends are used to represent the range
of valley lines. If bends b1, b2, and b3 intersected the valley line, its range would be
Range(v1) = {b1, b2, b3}. For any valley line vi, if ∃vk(k 6= i), Range(vi) ⊂ Range(vk);
therefore, vi would be designated as a redundant valley line and discarded.

7. Supplementary connection of ordinary valley lines. Supplementary connections were
made to the valley lines to form a complete tree structure between the lines. If the
valley point with the lowest elevation on an ordinary valley line was not connected
to other valley lines and it was not a bottom point, connections were attempted with
all the lower valley points through this point. If a connecting line did not intersect
the contour line and valley line, it was added to the current valley line; otherwise, no
action was taken.

8. The obtained ordinary valley lines were smoothed to meet human cognition. For the
three consecutive points Vi−1, Vi, and Vi+1 on the valley line, the inner point of the
bend where Vi is located was determined. If point Vi

′ was on the same bend as Vi
and ∠Vi−1Vi

′Vi+1 > ∠Vi−1ViVi+1, Vi was subsequently replaced with Vi
′. The point

sequence of the valley line was updated simultaneously until the entire valley line
was processed.
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3.3. Contour Line Group Simplification

In an area with predominantly positive landforms, the group of valley bends must be
processed. Contour line simplification is conducted according to the geometric features
of the valley and its position in the valley network by selecting the corresponding group
of bends. Valley lines extend downward from the highest point and converge to form a
tree-like structure. For all valley lines converging at the same point, the valley line with
the highest status is the one with the highest starting elevation. If the starting elevations of
multiple valley lines were the same, the longest one was considered the highest.

Three indicators of the geometric features of valleys were selected, namely the length
of the baseline of bend B, depth of bend D, and area of bend A as shown in Figure 10. The
length of the bend baseline refers to the distance between the two endpoints of the bend.
The depth of the bend is the maximum distance from the points on the bend to the baseline.
The area of the bend is the area of the closed polygon comprising the bend and its baseline.
The bend area was considered the most important indicator because it intuitively expresses
the visual significance of a bend on a map. However, situations could arise in which the
area satisfied the selection criteria, but the gap between the horizontal and vertical lengths
was so substantial that it was difficult to clearly represent the shorter side on the map.
Therefore, two additional indicators of baseline length and depth were required to identify
bends with horizontal or vertical lengths below the thresholds. Moreover, considerable
computation was required to calculate the bend area; therefore, these two indicators were
calculated first. If the threshold was not reached, it was deleted, and there was no need to
calculate the bend area.
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Given that gradually descending valleys are often important in large-scale maps,
all these valleys were retained during simplification. Traversing the ordinary valley, all
bends with a feature line through them were identified and their status was determined.
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Subsequently, all valley lines that passed through the lowest elevation endpoint were
identified. If the endpoint contained a gradually descending valley or a higher-status valley,
the bend where the endpoint was located was skipped in the bend group selection process.
Otherwise, the continuity of the corresponding bend group of gradually descending or
higher-status valleys would be negatively affected. The maximum values of the three
geometric indicators (Bmax,Dmax, and Amax) were subsequently found in the bend group.
If one of them was below their corresponding threshold (Bt, Dt, and At), then the original
bend was replaced by the corresponding baseline. This was the case because the most
visually striking bend in the bend group was the one with the largest geometric indicators.
Further, the loss of graphic information caused by deleting the bend would be the most
significant of the entire bend group. If one of the three geometric indicators had not
reached the threshold, the consequence of deleting this bend was considered acceptable,
and the consequences of deleting other bends in the group were also considered acceptable.
Therefore, it was used as the indicator for selecting the bend group.

4. Experiments and Analysis
4.1. Experiment Data and Pre-Processing

We tested our proposed methodology with contour line data containing 270 contour
lines from an area of Henan Province, China, at a scale of 1:50,000, with an elevation interval
of 20 m. The contour line data included attribute information such as contour line ID,
elevation, and whether contour lines were closed. The scale of the target map was 1:100,000,
with an elevation interval of 40 m, and it contained 139 contour lines after selection
according to elevation. The size of the test zone area was 186.848 km2 and it was a typical
fluvial landform dominated by low- and middle-elevation mountains. The maximum
and minimum contour line elevations were 1420 m and 360 m, respectively. To verify the
effectiveness of the method proposed in this study, the algorithm was implemented using
free Anaconda Notebook 5.7.8 distribution software (Anaconda, Austin, TX, USA) to search
and install Python/R (Python organization, VA, USA).

The smallest gap clearly shown on the map was 0.2 mm [33]. According to the principle
of the Douglas–Peucker algorithm, the distance from the original contour line on either
side of the simplified contour line to it is less than the threshold of the algorithm. Therefore,
the distance of wavers on the origin contour line are less than twice the threshold of the
algorithm in the direction perpendicular to the simplified contour line. On this basis, we
used half of this gap to define a small waver in the contour lines, with a corresponding
distance on the target-scale map of 10 m. Contour lines were pre-processed using the
Douglas–Peucker algorithm, with a threshold of 10 m to prevent wavers from affecting the
identification of valley points.

4.2. Test Results and Comparative Analysis
4.2.1. Valley Line Extraction Results and Analysis

We compared the valley line extraction algorithm proposed in this study with the
method presented by Zhang et al. [19] (Figures 11 and 12), in which thin lines are contour
lines and thick lines are valley lines. Jin and Gao [23] set the length of search lines to
12 times the elevation interval when determining the type of extracted terrain feature
points. According to the authors, this step effectively improved the efficiency of the
algorithm while maintaining its efficacy. In our study, the length of a single side of search
line lS was set in the same way and then rounded up to 500 m. Sampling length l for
calculating the curve coefficient was set as the mean distance between adjacent points on
the contour line after pre-processing (150 m in this experiment) to prevent an excessive
distance between the points on both sides. Turning angle β = 1rad was used to define the
curve coefficient threshold ς for deep, gradually descending valley bends, as shown in
Equation (3).

ς =
β

l2 (3)
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valley lines, retaining the intersecting relationship between the valley lines and corre-
sponding bends was a crucial factor. However, the result lacked visual effect. Figure 13a 
shows an enlarged view of Zone D from Figure 11. The last section of the valley line, in-
dicated by the blue line, is connected in the direction of the dotted line, which is close to 
that perceived by humans. However, by using this connection method, the valley line fails 
to pass through the bottom bend, making it difficult to represent the subsequent bend 
relationship. Therefore, it was necessary to use the solid line in the figure for connecting 
it with a large turning point to clarify the relationship between the valley line and the 
bend when the contour lines were grouped. Figure 13b shows an enlarged view of zone E 
in Figure 11. The contour line information near the map border is not sufficiently detailed, 
and the valley line represented by the blue line forms a tree structure, also with a large 
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We substituted the corresponding parameters into the calculation, with a curve coeffi-
cient threshold ς of 4.4× 10−5rad/m2. The method proposed by Zhang et al. [19] effectively
extracts valley lines from contour lines. In most areas, relatively complete valley lines could
be extracted and automatically connected to form a tree structure with abundant extracted
information. However, as this method involves only graphics processing, the extraction
results of some valley lines could differ from those perceived by an observer. However,
our proposed algorithm used the natural geographic features of valley development as
its starting point and fully considered the features of gradually descending valleys and
ordinary valleys. Premised on fully retaining topographic details, our algorithm improves
the integrity and structure of valley line connections, i.e., they were made to closely match
human perception.

The deep gradually descending valleys located in Zones A and C (Figures 11 and 12)
turn at relatively large angles, with significant differences in the distances between adjacent
contour bends. The similarities between the bends of the gradually descending valleys
were not as clear as those in most other zones. The blue lines in the enlarged images in
Figure 11 are valley lines extracted by our proposed algorithm and are closely matched
to human perception, whereas the same locations are not connected with the use of other
methods, as shown in Figure 12. This finding indicated that the method proposed by
Zhang et al. [19] is not well-suited to deep, gradually descending valleys with complex
contour line delineations. In zone B (Figures 11 and 12), there was little depth at the start of
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the valley and the corresponding contour bend depth was small. The figure shows that the
depth increases significantly as the valley descends. The blue dotted circle in the enlarged
image of zone B (Figure 12) highlights that the results extracted using the Zhang et al.
method [19] did not create a connection here. However, the method proposed in our study
successfully identified the relationship and made the connection, thereby maintaining the
integrity and structure of the valley line.

The valley line extraction algorithm proposed in this study was intended for carto-
graphic generalization. Given that the core objective was to group contour bends using
valley lines, retaining the intersecting relationship between the valley lines and correspond-
ing bends was a crucial factor. However, the result lacked visual effect. Figure 13a shows
an enlarged view of Zone D from Figure 11. The last section of the valley line, indicated
by the blue line, is connected in the direction of the dotted line, which is close to that
perceived by humans. However, by using this connection method, the valley line fails
to pass through the bottom bend, making it difficult to represent the subsequent bend
relationship. Therefore, it was necessary to use the solid line in the figure for connecting it
with a large turning point to clarify the relationship between the valley line and the bend
when the contour lines were grouped. Figure 13b shows an enlarged view of zone E in
Figure 11. The contour line information near the map border is not sufficiently detailed,
and the valley line represented by the blue line forms a tree structure, also with a large turn.
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4.2.2. Results and Analysis of Contour Line Simplification

We conducted a comparison between our proposed method and the Douglas–Peucker [3]
and bend selection algorithms. The bend identification method of Zhu et al. [8] was employed
for the bend selection algorithm, with the bend area as the indicator. Regarding the
parameter settings for contour line simplification, as the smallest visible target on the map
was 0.3–0.5 mm [4], the length of a bend baseline was considered the distance between
two points that objectively existed on the map, which could be perceived more easily.
In this study, parameter Bt was set as the distance corresponding to the lower limit of
the scale range of the target-scale map, which was 30 m. Parameter Dt, corresponding
to the bend depth, was set as the distance corresponding to the upper limit of the scale
range of the target-scale map, which was 50 m. The area threshold At was considered
the most important parameter, as it plays a leading role in the degree of simplification.
The higher the threshold, the fewer bend groups can reach it, and the more bends are
then deleted. The square root model [34] is the most popular and widely accepted for
determining the information amount of a map. After several tests, we found that when
the value was 40,000 m2, 116 of the 171 valleys in the experimental area were retained,
with a retention ratio of 67.84%. This was close to the retention ratio of 70.71% calculated
using the square root model based on the scales before and after simplification. To achieve
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simplification approximately equal to that of our method, the parameter of the Douglas–
Peucker algorithm was set to 12 m and that of the bend selection algorithm was set to
40,000 m2. The results are shown in Figure 14. The blue lines are contour lines before
simplification, and the yellow lines are contour lines after simplification.
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was the ratio of the mean frontal projection distance [32] to the length of the contour line
before simplification. The lower the value, the smaller the deviation of the simplified
contour line. The visible valley bend reduction rate was measured using the ratio of valley
bends, of which the baseline length and depth were greater than 0.5 mm on the map [4],
before and after simplification.

Table 1. Evaluation of contour line simplification results.

Algorithm Point Compression (%) Horizontal Deviation (m/km) Visible Valley Bend
Reduction (%)

Method proposed in this study 20.22 23.537 6.33
Douglas–Peucker algorithm 25.88 21.042 2.11

Bend selection algorithm 18.83 62.351 20.53

When comparing the point compression rate, the performances of the three algorithms
were similar; however, the degree of simplification of the Douglas–Peucker algorithm was
slightly higher than that of the other two methods. In terms of horizontal deviation, our
proposed method had a notably smaller deviation after simplification than that of the
bend selection algorithm, and its performance was similar to that of the Douglas–Peucker
algorithm. In terms of visible valley bend reduction, the result from our method was
three times higher than that of the Douglas–Peucker method, implying that, although the
reduction of visual information on the map was stronger, it was weaker than that of the
bend selection algorithm. Figure 15 shows a visual comparison of the simplification results
of the algorithm method proposed in this study and the Douglas–Peucker algorithm for a
group of small-scale valley bends. Our method achieved group simplification, effectively
reducing map information, and the obtained contour line fit was effective. The Douglas–
Peucker algorithm can only be used to delete small waves on contour lines. However, it
cannot be used to delete entire bends. Therefore, the visible information on the map cannot
be effectively reduced after simplification. Figure 16 shows the results of our method and
the bend selection algorithm for another area. The red dotted line indicates the valley
direction. The aim of group simplification is to realize terrain simplification, rather than
graphical simplification. The simplification result of our proposed method preserved the
bends that the valley passes through, whereas the bend selection algorithm deleted parts
of the bends, undermining the integrity of the terrain structure. Therefore, the simplified
contour lines obtained using our proposed method were the most effective at retaining
the structural features of the original topography. This demonstrates the advantage of the
group simplification method.
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To assess the effectiveness of our proposed method, we compared its results with
those of manual simplification (Figure 17). The yellow lines in the figure are the contour
lines obtained by manual simplification and the blue lines are the inconsistencies identified
using the simplification method proposed in this study. We used the visual buffer tolerance
method [35] to quantitatively assess the similarities between the two methods, with 0.2 mm
on the map as a radius to establish a buffer zone for the contour lines obtained by manual
simplification. The visual buffer tolerance was defined as the ratio of the length of a
contour line in the buffer zone obtained by our proposed simplification method to its
total length. The buffer tolerance of the two results was calculated as 97.37%, indicating
that the contour lines obtained using the two methods were highly similar. The manual
process considers more complex factors such as the density of terrain structures and their
relationship, whereas our proposed method only considers the characteristics of the valley
bend group, leading to some differences in the simplification results. In the areas where the
valleys are relatively dense, more valley bend groups were deleted using manual processes
than using our proposed methods, and vice versa. In this way, the ratio of the valley
densities can be maintained after simplification using manual processes. In the enlarged
image in Figure 17, the two red dotted lines are the direction of two valleys of a saddle. The
method in this study deleted the bend group of one of the valleys and failed to consider
the relationship between the two valleys.
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In summary, the method proposed in this study effectively extracted valley lines
and overcame the shortcomings of traditional methods regarding the identification of
gradually descending valleys. Our method successfully formed valley line networks
with acceptable structural integrity, according to the principles of human perception, and
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which could be applied to the grouping of contour bends. Our group simplification
method has, therefore, been shown to achieve reliable results. At approximately the same
degree of simplification, the results of our method were highly similar to those of manual
simplification. The results produced by the proposed method maintained a small horizontal
deviation, effectively reduced map information, and retained the structural features of the
original terrain. However, our proposed method could not account for the influence of
relationships between terrain structures on contour line simplification.

5. Conclusions

This study introduced a contour line group simplification method based on terrain
structure lines. The first step was to extract valley points and classify them into two types:
gradually descending valley candidate points and ordinary valley points. Subsequently, the
feature lines of both types of valleys were connected. Finally, contour lines were grouped by
extracted valley lines and selected according to the geometric indicators of the bend group,
thereby achieving simplification of the contour line groups. Our results indicated that the
proposed method could effectively extract valley lines from contour lines and connect them
to form a tree-shaped valley network. It also effectively achieved group simplification of
contour lines with few deviations from the original contour lines, good retention of terrain
structure features, and results comparable to those of manual simplification.

Future research should focus on improving the connection method of valley line
classification and the extraction algorithm to better align with the principles of visual
perception and facilitate their use in other fields such as hydrology. Furthermore, the
relationships between terrain structures should be used as a key reference element in
contour line grouping and simplification to produce results that are close to those of
manual compilation and to satisfy the requirements of practical applications.
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